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12 Are things a little tough for your business
this spring? Is the doom and gloom the
national media has been spreading on a 
daily basis starting to affect your attitude
and performance? Well, Tim Dehn has 
just the tonic, a story about a business 
that survived a disastrous fire and today 
is serving its customers better than ever.

6 From The Publisher
The working press

8 Product Showcase
Latest from Muzzy and more.

26 Industry News
BowTech Founder bids farewell.

38 ATA News & Views
The Archery and Bowhunting Summit helps
to identify both challenges and progress.

42 ATA Show Floor Coverage
Here’s what you’ve come to expect from
ArrowTrade, unrivaled coverage of the 
products displayed at the 2009 premier
industry show, and of the companies that
are ready to ship them to your store.

March 2009 Volume 13 Number 2

A Magazine For Retailers, Distributors and Manufacturers Of Bowhunting Equipment & Camo Clothing

A woven monofila-
ment face lets field
and target points
penetrate these
SpyderWeb targets
with virtually no
wear, while the
polyester fiberfill
stuffing lasts indefi-
nitely. David Adams
showed us how the
combination lets
you pull the fastest
arrow with two fin-
gers. SpyderWeb
sells compact tar-
gets all the way up
to these giants for a
indoor or outdoor
range. Reach the
manufacturer at
(269) 982-8003.
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82 Directory to Product Coverage and Advertising 
This quick guide will help you locate product coverage throughout 
this publication, as well as speed use of the Reader Response card 
to request more information through the mail.

94 The 2009 Bow Lines 
Technology that Works
Pat Meitin found dozens of 
reasons to recommend a new
bow to your customers in this 
review of the new models from
all of the major compound bow
manufacturers.

104 Selling Food Plots
Unless you’re in the Real Estate
business, you won’t be actually
selling the food plot. What Mike
Raykovicz had in mind was
helping dealers understand the
basics of food plot selection,
preparation and planting. That
way they’ll be better able to
recommend seed and other 
supplies for this category.

112 Optics East to West 
Different regions have different
needs when it comes to optics,
but Pat Meitin covers it all in 
this comprehensive review of 
the 2009 binocular and spotting
scope product lines.

119 Field Archery Has
a Big New Home 
Coach and competitor Larry
Wise takes you on a tour of the
new headquarters for the NFAA,
a resource that can benefit the
entire archery industry.

124 Mathews Retailer Show
The support Mathews and its business partners are putting behind 
full-service, independent retailers was rewarded with a strong 
turn-out for this brand new business show.

134 10-Ring Marketing Tips 
Whether manufacturers use a marketing agency or are flying solo,
Jim Ising can help them make sure nothing vital is missed.

136 Silks Bow Report: Martin Bengal
Here’s a bow that’s easy to draw and exceptionally easy on your 
pocketbook, from one of the oldest names in the archery business.

142 Silks Bow Report: Darton Pro3500
Looking for a speed bow that’s super accurate and super quiet?
Rex Darlington’s latest hybrid cam model fits the bill.
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The Burt Coyote Company

www.lumenok.net   309-358-1602

NOW IN GREEN!
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Some of productive interaction between manufacturers and
the press members that cover them during the annual ATA
Show occurs off the show floor, at the press briefings. These

are hosted by major manufacturers or ad agencies that represent
multiple firms and they typically are held at breakfast or over the
lunch hour.

As the editor and publisher of ArrowTrade I’ll admit I have
trouble relaxing during these events. I don’t know whether I
should be holding my ever-present notebook, the digital camera
people are used to seeing around my neck, or a fork. Our publi-
cation has gained a reputation over the years as the leading infor-
mation source for the bowhunting industry, so it’s difficult for me
to sit and listen to a manufacturer highlighting his or her best
products in a five or ten minute presentation at a podium, with-
out wanting to write that information down and share it with
readers. It’s also awkward trying to shoot photos under those
conditions. I’m sure I’ve made a nuisance of myself on different
occasions as I’ve walked in front of tables or stood on chairs to
capture an image.

Maybe Mark Sidelinger was thinking of ArrowTrade when he
came up with a new format for the Media Direct Luncheon.
Instead of having individual manufacturers take turns at the
podium, the ad agency head had them ringing the room at dis-
play tables. Like a mini trade show, the members of the press
could walk from table to table, handle the product samples, and
talk to the people that designed them. That’s just what I did,
before and after enjoying a good lunch. When the manufacturers
ate, I don’t know. I only know this new format gave me a chance
to get information from several manufacturers I didn’t have a
chance to visit on the trade show floor.

A second press conference at the ATA Show in Indianapolis
this January was the inspiration behind this issue’s cover story.
The Easton, Beman, Delta and McKenzie brands held a joint lun-
cheon for the press, to introduce new products. Delta’s Jen
Kresser did just that, but she also provided facts and photos of the
fire that destroyed the main plant last August and she spoke of
the rebuilding efforts that have been underway since then. As a
former newspaper reporter, I recognized there was a good story
to tell here, one particularly appropriate for today’s tough busi-
ness climate. I hope you enjoy reading it as much as we enjoy
bringing it to you.  
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Bowhunters have seen all the ads; all the slogans, catch phrases and even 
“pushing the truth on speed and features” to get you to buy a bow.  We at 
Darton won’t play that game.  Darton bows consistently shoot the speeds 

listed in our ads, right out of the box.  NO SMOKE – NO MIRRORS.  Darton 
has licensed technology to many other bow companies; so you are probably 

selling Darton technology right now and don’t even know it. NO BULL.!   In case 
you haven’t heard, here is what the experts have said of our innovative 

CPS – G2 2.5 Cam System –

The new kid on the block is our Pro 3500S which launches an arrow at 338 – 343 
fps**  These are real speeds, not manufactured speeds using super light test arrows 
… NO BULL.   Darton’s redesigned lineup has a bow model for every archer; top level 

trophy takers, “Your average Joe” hunter, female hunters, and youth hunters.

Darton did not stop with compound bows.  
The Lightning Crossbow is fast*, quiet and 
deadly.  Stock Darton bows and crossbows 
for the Archer who wants to purchase and 

BUILT TO HUNT bow 
performance they demand.

www.dartonarchery.com 
800.356.6522  

sales@dartonarchery.com   

**Tested at IBO specs, 70lbs @ 30” w/5grain of arrow weight per peak weight of bow.

*362 fps with a 475 grain arrow

LIGHTNING

PRO 3500S

CPS-G2™ Cams covered under patent 6,990,970 B1
BNSS covered under patent 5,720,269
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